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JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMISSION 
Eighth Report - Hearing with the Anti-Corruption Commission on 29 March 2004 

MR J.N. HYDE (Perth) [10.32 am]: I table the eighth report in the thirty-sixth Parliament of the Joint Standing 
Committee on the Anti-Corruption Commission entitled “Report on the Hearing with the Anti-Corruption 
Commission on 29 March 2004”. 

[See paper No 2349.] 

Mr J.N. HYDE:  Section 1.6 of the report deals with issues concerning local government.  The report contains a 
comment from one of the Anti-Corruption Commissioners, Moira Rayner, regarding the importance of a 
collaborative educational exercise between the ACC or the CCC and local government.  I have been keen to 
ensure in the current budget that the CCC is properly funded and that one of its aims is collaborative educational 
exercises.  I am delighted to note that there is contained within the budget papers funding for such a regional 
exercise.  One of the key issues with local government in Western Australia is that it has 144 councils and only 
28 of them look after 76 per cent of the population of the State; that is, the metropolitan electorates.  All those 
other very tiny and spread-out councils need special attention, advice and resources.  It is therefore important 
that the CCC undertakes this collaborative educational role, which this Parliament, to its credit, has enshrined in 
the new CCC legislation. 

I wish to speak briefly on the issues of collaboration and corruption, the elimination of corruption and the 
understanding of improper conduct.  All my experience in this Parliament as deputy chair of the parliamentary 
ACC committee and through my personal interest in corruption prevention, which has been garnered through a 
number of my imprest-funded researches, has reinforced my thinking that public servants, employers and 
politicians must take ownership of the rules and the moral boundaries of what constitutes corrupt and improper 
behaviour.  I will refer briefly to certain activities which are occurring in the Labor Party or the Liberal Party and 
which indicate a reflection of what happens in the public service and in a number of general bodies.  Without 
ownership of the rules governing the boundaries of their code of conduct, employees, politicians, members of 
sporting clubs or members of the Labor Party, the Liberal Party or the National Party end up ticking off existing 
rules or their interpretation of those rules instead of looking at what is right or proper, what is not corrupt and 
what is not misconduct.  By that I mean that the moral outcome is determined on a personal or a legal 
interpretation of a conflicting rule.  I am sure my colleagues in the Liberal Party and the National Party would 
agree that at the moment there seem to be more interpretations of the Labor Party rules than the book of 
Leviticus in the Bible.  In examining the operations of the Anti-Corruption Commission, the committee has seen 
that in public service, local government and perhaps even police activities the written rules or codes of conduct 
are expressed in such a nebulous way that different interpretations can be made.  At the moment the Labor Party 
rules, along with those of other bodies, could be compared with Leviticus.  They are just as contradictory and 
ultimately unworkable in the real world.  People begin arguing about pillars of salt and the eating of shellfish, 
and they are able to tick off that they are not undertaking those activities, which means that they are suddenly 
moral and not corrupt.  They get away from looking at the reality of proper conduct and corruption and end up 
ticking boxes in a code.   

It is important to look at what will happen when we move from the ACC to the CCC.  I commend not only the 
Government but also the Opposition in this place for speedily endorsing the new CCC committee model - a 
small committee of just four members, with two from this House and two from the other House.  I am sure all 
members in this place will encourage their counterparts in the other place to deal quickly with the motion to 
concur with the establishment of the committee and to return it to this House so we can quickly move on from 
the existing ACC committee to establish a CCC committee.  I would be delighted if, by the end of today’s 
sitting, we heard that the other place had dealt with that legislation as quickly as the Liberals and the Nationals 
allowed the Government to progress it through this Chamber. 

Finally, mention was made of telecommunications interception equipment and sharing the police budget with the 
ACC or the new CCC budget.  The report contains comments from the ACC that it was still quite gung-ho about 
the police and the ACC sharing equipment.  The Corruption and Crime Commission is very concerned that it 
receive and operate its own stand-alone equipment, and I agree with that stance.  I commend the Government 
and the Parliament for allocating $20.5 million for the operation of the CCC this coming financial year.  Stand-
alone equipment will be made available to it so that in 2004-05 Western Australia will have the most modern, 
active and relevant corruption prevention and corruption fighting body of any Parliament in the western world.  I 
commend the report to the House.   

Point of Order 
Mr P.W. ANDREWS:  There is a third report to be presented at this stage - and as the member for Murdoch is 
now in the Chamber, I will sit down and let him speak.   
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  There is no point of order.  The member for Murdoch. 
 


